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TOPIC TO BE COVERED……

1.1 Transactional Control: 

Commit, Save point, Rollback 

1.2 DCL Commands : 

Grant and Revoke 

1.3 Types of locks : 

i. Row level locks 

ii. Table level locks 

iii. Shared lock 

iv. Exclusive lock 

v. Deadlock 

1.4 Synonym : 

Create synonym 



TOPIC TO BE COVERED……

1.5 Sequences: 

Create and alter sequences 

1.6 Index : 

Unique and composite 

1.7 Views : 

Create/Replace, Update and alter views 



1.1 TRANSACTIONAL CONTROL

 When one delete some data by mistake then to

recover/undo those data transaction control is

used.

 When table regarding result of student is

created and student want to see/view their result

then student are not allowed to do changes like

insert , update , delete in result table . so to

restrict the access of student table Data control is

required.

 When concurrent access is required like to

withdraw amount from your account then

concurrent access anomalies are there .this

problems are ready to solve by locks.



TRANSACTION CONTROL LANGUAGE

(TCL)

 “Transaction is a set of database operation that

performs a particular task”

 for example ,fund transfer from one account to

another account . updating requires in source and

destination accounts , so two database operations :

one to debit an amount in source account and to

create that amount in destination account.

 a transaction must execution as a whole or as none

to maintain database consistency.

 Two commands are used for TCL:

1.COMMIT

2.ROLLBACK

3.SAVEPOINT



COMMIT

 Using COMMIT command a transaction can be
commited permanently.

 A transaction can be committed either-

- Explicitly, or

- Implicitly

Explicit commit: to explicit a transaction
explicitly, user needs to request COMMIT
command explicitly.

 A commit command terminates the current
transaction and make all changes permanents
made during the transaction.

Syntax: COMMIT;

Output: COMMIT complete.



COMMIT

 Implicit commit: there are some operation 

which forces a COMMIT to occur automatically, 

even user don’t specify the COMMIT command.

 These operation involve execution of –

1) QUIT Command:

-To end SQL*PLUS session disconnecting from 

the oracle.

2) EXIT Command:

-To end SQL*PLUS session disconnecting from 

the oracle.

3) Data Definition Language(DDL) Command

-Like CREATEALTER , And DROP COMMAND.



ROLLBACK

 ROLLBACK means Canceling a transaction
completely

 A ROLLBACK command terminates the current
transaction, and undoes any changes made
during transaction.

 oracle also performs auto rollback. In situation
like ,computer failure, oracle automatically
rollback any uncommitted work.

Syntax: ROLLBACK;

Output: ROLLBACK complete.



SAVEPOINT

 Saves the particular transaction at that point 

where it is used. it is use to partially save the 

transaction.

 A savepoint can be created using command 

SAVEPOINT as given below.

Syntax: SAVEPOINT savepoint_name;

Syntax: ROLLBACK TO SAVEPOINT 

savepoint_name;

Output: ROLLBACK Complete.



1.2 DCL COMMANDS

 Security of information stored in database is one of

the prime concern for any DBMS . an unauthorized

access to a database must be prevented.

 User requiring an access to database must have

valid user id an password to get login in the

system. Also he/she must have privileges to access

contents of the database. the rights that allow the

user to use database contents are called privileges.

 Two commands are used in DCL:

1)GRANT-granting privileges

2)REVOKE-revoking privileges



GRANT

 This command is use to give permission to other

user to use our table’s data either for modification

,deletion , selection or insertion or it can be all

these four operation.

 Grant a privilege on table-name to user-name.

 Grant privilege on table-name to user-name with

grant option;

 Can grant privilege only if you have been granted

privilege (or if you are the administrator)

Syntax : GRANT object privilege

ON object name(table name)

TO user name

[with GRANT OPTION];



GRANT

Example : GRANT SELECT,INSERT

ON customer

TO user1

WITH GRANT OPTION;

Output : GRANT succeeded.



REVOKE

 This command is use to take our permission away

from user to table.

 Revoking privilege means to deny permission to

user given previously.

 Revokes a privilege on table-name from user-

name.

 can revoke privilege only if you have been granted

that privilege (or if you are the administrator)

Syntax : REVOKE Object privilege

ON object name(table name)

FROM user name;



REVOKE

Example : REVOKE SELECT,INSERT

ON customer

FROM user2;

Output : REVOKE succeeded.



1.3 TYPES OF LOCKS : 

 Transaction is a set of database operation that

performs a particular task . A Transaction may

involve SQL statement , known as single Query

Transaction . Or it may involve multiple SQL

statement known as Multiple Query Transaction.

 When multiple users are accessing data

concurrently , it is difficult to ensure data

integrity.

 The technique used to protect data when multiple

user are accessing it concurrently is called

concurrency control.

 Oracle users a method called ‘ locking’ to

implement concurrency control.



1.3 TYPES OF LOCKS : 

 In simple words , a locking  means to restrict other 

users  from  accessing data  temporarily.

 In oracle locks are enforced on tables in two ways:

1.Implicit Locking

- Lock which is manage by system 

itself.

2.Explicit Locking

- Lock which is manage by User 

itself.



IMPLICIT LOCKS:

 In oracle , data in a table are locked

automatically while executing SQL statement.

 This does not require any user intervention .

Such of locks are called ‘implicit locks’.

 Oracle determines two issues:

 Types of lock : oracles uses two different types

of locks depending upon the operation being

performed:

1) Shared locks:

2)Exclusive Locks:



IMPLICIT LOCKS:

1) Shared Locks : 

 Shared locks are applied while performing read 

operations . read operation involve only viewing of 

data , mostly using SELECT statement.

 Multiplication  shared locks can be placed 

simultaneously on table on table or other object.

 As read operation does not modify table data , 

multiple read operation can be performed.



IMPLICIT LOCKS:

2) Exclusive Locks:

 Exclusive locks are applied while performing write

operation . Write operation involve modifying data

using INSERT,DELETE or UPDATE statements.

 Only one exclusive lock can be placed on a table or

other object.

 Multiple users cannot modify (insert update or delete)

the same data simultaneously.



LEVEL OF LOCKS

 Multiple users may need to access different parts of

the same table.

 If entire table is locked by single user , other users

need to wait , even though they have to access

other part of the table.

 Oracle provides three different levels to place an

implicit lock.

1) ROW level lock

2) Page level Lock

3) Table level Lock



LEVEL OF LOCKS

1) ROW level lock 

 This lock is used when a condition given in WHERE
clause evaluates to single row.

 For example ,….. Where name=‘ Krishna ’;

 In this case , only single row is locked . Other records
of the

 Table can be accessed by other users.

2)Page level lock

 This lock is used when a condition given in WHERE
clause evaluates to set of rows.

 For example ,… where=‘Jigar’;

 In case , only a set of rows are locked . Other records
of the table can be accessed by other users.



LEVEL OF LOCKS

3)Table level lock:

 This lock is used when a SQL statement does not

contain WHERE clause.

 In this case , a query accesses entire table , and so ,

entire table is locked. Due to this reason , no any

other user can access other part of the table.



EXPLICIT LOCKS

 In oracle user can lock data in a table on its own.
Such types of locks are called ‘Explicit Locks’;

 An explicit lock always overrides the implicit lock.

 An entire table or records of the table can be
explicitly locked by using one of the these two
commands.

1) SELECT…..FOR UPDATE

Syntax: SELECT *FROM TableName FOR 
UPDATE[NOWAIT];   

 This statement is used to acquire exclusive locks
for performing updates on records.

 if table is already locked by other user, then this
command will simply wait until that lock is
released.



EXPLICIT LOCKS

 But if NOWWAIT is specified and table is not free this
command will return with error message indicating
“resource is busy”.

2) The LOCK TABLE statement

Syntax : LOCK TABLE Tablename

IN lockmode MODE[NOWAIT];

 This statement is a used to acquire lock in one of
several specified modes on given table.

 if NOWAIT specified and table is not free , this
command will return with error message indicating
“resource is a busy”.

 various MODE of lock are EXLUSIVE , SHARED ,
ROW SHARE , SHARE UPDATE ,and ROW
EXLUSIVE MODE.



1.4 SYNONYM

 A synonym is an alias or alternative name for objects
such as tables, views, sequences, stored procedures, and
other database objects.

 A synonym can be used to hide the actual identity of the
object being referenced.

 Another use of the synonym is to abbreviate (to shorten)
the longer table names. Particularly tables from other
users.

Syntax:

CREATE SYNONYM synonym-name for object-name;

Example:

CREATE SYNONYM Customer FOR
User1.Customer_Detail;

Output:

Synonym Created.



1.5 SEQUENCES

 Oracle provides object called sequence that can
generate numeric values.

 An Oracle object, a sequence, helps to ease the
process of creating unique identifiers for a record in
a database.

 “A Sequence is simply an automatic counter, which
generates sequential numbers whenever required.”

 The values generated by sequence can be used in
insert and update operations.

 The values generated can have maximum of 38
digits. A sequence can defined to

1)Generate numbers in ascending or descending
order,

2) Provide intervals between numbers, and

3)Caching of sequence number in memory to speed
up their availability.



1.5 SEQUENCES

Creating a Sequence:

Syntax: CREATE SEQUENCE Sequence_name

[START WITH integer value

INCREAMNT BY integer value

MAXVALUE integer value / NOMAXVALUE

MINVALUE integer value / NOMINVALUE

CYCLE / NOCYCLE

CACHE integer value / NOCACH

ORDER / NOORDER];



SEQUENCES

Example: CREATE SEQUENCE Sequence_emp

START WITH 1

INCREAMNT BY 1

MINVALUE 1

MAXVALUE 999

CYCLE;



NEXTVAL AND CURRVAL

 Oracle provide two pseudo columns-NEXTVAL
and CURRVAL- to access the values generated
by the Sequence. These pseudo columns are used
with a Sequence name as described below:

Syntax: SequenceName.CURRVAL

- Returns the current value of the sequence.

SequenceName.NEXTVAL

- Increase the value of the sequence and

Returns the next value of the sequence.



DESTROYING A SEQUENCE

 Syntax: DROP SEQUENCE Sequence_name;

 Example: DROP SEQUENCE Sequence_emp;



1.6 INDEX

 The index is similar to index of a book, where a page

containing required topic can be found quickly by

locating an index, finding the topic and turning to the

desired page directly.

 An Index is an ordered list of contents of a column, (or

a group of columns) of a table

 When users require some record having some

condition than oracle engine must search that record

in the whole table.

 This become very slow and very lengthy when there is

millions of record in the table.



INDEX

 So indexing a table is an ‘access strategy’, that is a way
to sort and search records in the table.

 An index is similar to a table. It contains at-least two
columns:

1) A column having sorted data on which an index is
created, and

2) A column representing RowID for each row in a table

 By indexing we can improve the speed of searching and
retrieving the record from table.(It is just like searching
technique in DSM)

 An index is searched sequentially and ROWID of record
is found. This RowID will give the address of the
location where that record is stored in the database. So,
record can be accessed directly now.



INDEX

 Index is created on one or more columns. Based on the
number of columns included in the index.

 There are two types of index

1) Duplicate v/s Unique Indexes.

2) Simple Index V/s Composite Index.



SIMPLE INDEX

 Syntax: 

CREATE [UNIQUE] INDEX indexname ON

TableName(ColumnName);

 If unique option is provided while creating an 

index, it will be considered as a unique index. By 

default, indexes are created as Duplicate Indexes.

 Example:

CREATE INDEX indCustName ON 

Customer (name);



COMPOSITE INDEX

Syntax: 

CREATE [UNIQUE] INDEX indexname ON 

TableName (ColumnName1, 

ColumnName2);

 If more than one column is provided while creating 

an index, it will be considered as a Composite Index. 

Else, indexes are created as Simple Index.

Example:

CREATE INDEX indCustName ON Customer (name,

Acc_No);



DROPPING OR DESTROYING AN INDEX

Syntax: Drop Index indexname;

Example: Drop index indCustName;



1.7 VIEWS

 A view is a virtual or logical table that allows

viewing or manipulating parts of the tables.

 A view is derived from one or more tables, known

as base tables.

 A view is looks like and works similarly to normal

tables. But unlike tables a view does not have

storage space to store data.

 A view is created by a query, i.e. a select

statement, which uses base tables. Data for views

are extracted from these base tables based on

specified query.

 A view is dynamic and always reflects the current

data of the base tables.



ADVANTAGES OF VIEW

 View also provides the flexible enforcement of

security. Using view, only limited view of table data

can be provided to different users. This is possible

by limiting columns and rows in definition of view.

This helps in enforcing security in flexible way.

 Also using view, complex queries can be simplified.

 We create different view on same table using

different condition use of group by so we cannot

require writing Long SQL statement again and

again if once view is created.

 We create more than one view on the same table.

 When data security is require then views is created.



TYPES OF VIEW

1) Simple view or read-only view.

 Simple is view which is display the record but not

insert the record in the table and which

allows only select operation.

 No insert, update, delete operations are allowed.

2) Updateable view.

 View on which data manipulation like insert,

update, delete operations are done called updatable

view.



CREATING VIEW

Syntax:

CREATE [OR REPLACE] VIEW ViewName AS

Select columnName1, columnName2…from

TableName where condition [WITH READ

ONLY];

Example:

Create view employ_details

As select emp_no, employ_name, salary from

employ;



DESTROYING A VIEW:

Syntax:

DROP VIEW viewName;

 The Drop VIEW command drops the specified

view.

 The base tables will not be affected if a view is

destroyed.

Example:

DROP VIEW Acc_Branch;


